
Abstract: This project presents many detailed analysis and

typical calculations used to design Air Handling Unit for 2

Computer Server Rooms. The analysis includes essential design

requirements such as: Selecting proper HVAC system to be used,

Calculation of all types of thermal &latent heat loads of AHU,

both selecting & sizing of various components to be installed in

the AHU. Selecting both of the two IRC (Individual Room

Controller) & the CTU (Central Thermostat Unit) is included in

order to optimize hard specific requirements of permanent -full
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Systemorder to optimize hard specific requirements of permanent -full

time operation of the AHU for 24hrs, 7days/week, 365 days/year.

During this project, we show typical calculations to design an air

distribution machine (VAV type) to feed two server rooms, where

the temperature and humidity can be controlled in each room

separately. The parts of the AHU machine and the function of

each part are also clarified. More explanations are given for the

calculation steps of the required capacity of each part based on

the calculation of maximum thermal loads and through the use

of a commercial PC program (HAP Program). The AHU design

calculations were done by a 2nd commercial software, the Airo

Vision Program. We have also examined and studied the control

parts of the AHU machine to achieve the required temperatures

Air  Conditioning System System

parts of the AHU machine to achieve the required temperatures

and humidity, whether controlling the air or the water used to

cool this air. In this project we also discussed and examined the

new type of cooling system for server rooms known as computer

room air conditioning (CRAC).



Project Overview: Variable air volume (VAV) system is used to 

simultaneously meet variety of cooling & heating loads in a relatively 

efficient manner. The system achieves this by varying distribution of 

air depending on the cooling or heating loads of each area. Air flow 

variation allows for adjusting the temp. in single zone without 

changing the temp. of air in whole system, minimizing any instances of 

overcooling or overheating. This flexibility has made this one of the 

most popular HVAC systems for large buildings with varying 

conditioning needs such as office buildings or schools. In the schematic 

above, the VAV system brings outside air and return air to the Air 

Handling Unit where both are mixed. The mixed air is drawn through 

a cooling coil, which drops the temperature to a fixed supply air 

temperature. The temperature in the individual rooms (#1 & #2) is 

measured by Thermostats, which directly control the dampers in the measured by Thermostats, which directly control the dampers in the 

VAV units. The supply air fan is Speed controlled by a variable speed 

drive, that controls the air volume flow rate by keeping the duct static 

pressure constant. The pressure is measured by the sensor (P) located 

approximately 2/3rd of the way down the main duct starting air handling 

unit. As the zone dampers throttle back, the duct pressure rises, and 

the fan is controlled to reduce the duct pressure.

What is CRAC? A computer room air conditioning (CRAC) unit is a device that

monitors and maintains the temperature, air distribution and humidity in

a data center, network or server room. CRAC units replace the air-conditioning

units used in the past to cool data centers. By comparison, CRAC systems have

better air filtration, better humidity control mechanisms and higher airflow

than typical AC systems. CRAC units help prevent low humidity and water

vapor from forming. Low humidity can cause static electricity buildup, whichvapor from forming. Low humidity can cause static electricity buildup, which

can damage electronics, and water vapor buildup, which can cause short

circuits and corrode equipment. CRAC units work via a refrigeration cycle

where air is blown over a cooling coil filled with refrigerant. Refrigerant in the

cooling coil is kept cold by a compressor. Excess heat is expelled as air, water

or a glycol mixture. Older CRAC units can only turn on and off, while newer

units enable different airflow variations. There are a variety of ways that CRAC

units can be situated. One popular CRAC setup is having cooling air dispensed

through an elevated floor. Also called raised flooring, the cooled air rises through

the perforated floor sections, forming cold aisles. The cold air flows through the

racks, where it picks up heat before exiting from the rear of the racks. The warm

exit air forms hot aisles behind the racks, and the hot air returns to the CRAC

intakes, which are positioned above the floor.



COOLING LOAD CALCULATIONS: It's meant by conditioning a space to provide a comfort
conditions to this space, so the heat that generated into the space must be removed. To

remove that heat a suitable air conditioning machine will use. By calculating the cooling load or
the heat that must be removed the air conditioning machine power will be specified. Outside
weather conditions and the sun combine to produce a cooling or heating load through the
building envelop. The load depends on:1-The thermal characteristics of the walls, roof,
fenestration, floor, interior building furnishings, and construction..2-The driving force resulting
from the difference between the outside conditions (including solar) and the inside conditions.

Cooling loads result from many conduction, convection, and radiation heat transfer processes
through the building envelope and from internal sources and system components. Building
components or contents that may affect cooling loads include the following: External: Walls,
roofs, windows, partitions, ceilings, and floors. Internal: Lights, people, appliances, and
equipment Infiltration: Air leakage and moisture migration. System: Outside air, duct leakage,

reheat, and fan and pump energy These all parameter are discussed with introducing some ofreheat, and fan and pump energy These all parameter are discussed with introducing some of
design criteria and introducing how to insure complete comfort condition inside the building.



In this chapter we  discuss the 

FAHU structure, different types of 

each component and the main 

purpose of it. To do this we should 

first build an FAHU by either ways 

manual design or through computer 

tools. In this case we have used PC

tool called Eurovision by Carrier as 

shown below.




